Abstract-The selection of a suitable document representation approach plays a crucial role in the performance of a document clustering task. Being able to pick out representative words within a document can lead to substantial improvements in document clustering. In the case of web documents, the HTML markup that defines the layout of the content provides additional structural information that can be further exploited to identify representative words. In this paper, we introduce a fuzzy term weighing approach that makes the most of the HTML structure for document clustering. We set forth and build on the hypothesis that a good representation can take advantage of how humans skim through documents to extract the most representative words. The authors of web pages make use of HTML tags to convey the most important message of a web page through page elements that attract the readers' attention, such as page titles or emphasized elements. We define a set of criteria to exploit the information provided by these page elements, and introduce a fuzzy combination of these criteria that we evaluate within the context of a web page clustering task. Our proposed approach, called abstract fuzzy combination of criteria (AFCC), can adapt to datasets whose features are distributed differently, achieving good results compared with other similar fuzzy logic based approaches and TF-IDF across different datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CCESS to and retrieval of web documents in large collections can be substantially eased when the documents are properly clustered into topics. The organization of documents into clusters then facilitates focusing search on the topic or topics of interest, shrinking down the large collection to smaller sets of topically related resources. While a body of research has studied clustering of web documents, little attention has been paid to the improvement of document representation techniques and the definition of robust term weighting functions.
We are interested in the study of document representation techniques based on fuzzy logic that can generalize across datasets when the purpose is to group documents by topic in the absence of category information. This can be particularly useful in cases where new categories can emerge so that the system should be able to accommodate its clustering process to be able to find these new categories with the information extracted from the documents.
Prior to the clustering process, document representation plays a very important role in web page clustering, and constitutes the central point of research of this study. In the document representation phase, we choose the characteristics of the document that we consider useful, and assess how this information could be exploited.
The textual content is often used for the representation of web pages, given that it is readily available and is easy to process; however, an unweighted bag-of-words representation of the content does not always lead to optimal results. Interestingly, the content of an HTML document is structured in tags, providing additional clues on how different parts of the content differ from one another, and ultimately affecting its visual presentation [1] . The HTML structure of a web document can be further exploited to identify the most representative words within its content. We pay special attention to document contents, introducing a representation that makes the most of information inherent to the document. Hence, we set out to delve into the study of approaches that garner the additional information that HTML tags provide for improved representation of web documents. Moreover, we also look into the use of additional context information, using anchor texts pointing to web pages, as well as statistics inferred from the whole collection. We assess the suitability of using these additional characteristics for web document representation in a clustering task.
We make use of a fuzzy system, as a flexible solution that enables to handle the importance of the different characteristics of web pages. For instance, the titles of web pages can often be deemed rhetorical, where some words are very representative of its content, but other words are solely used to embellish the language. When considering frequency in titles within a linear combination of criteria in order to identify the most important words within a document, these words would get a high importance value, which would not correspond with their real importance to describe the content of the page, since they are only embellishing the language. In these linear combinations, when a word is important with respect to a single criterion, the corresponding component will have a value which will always be added to the importance of the word in the document, regardless of the importance corresponding of the rest of the components. On the contrary, by using fuzzy logic, it is possible to define related conditions, e.g., a word should appear in the title and emphasized or within specific parts of the document to be considered important. In the same way, if a word appears in the title but not in other criteria, then we could consider that word less important. Here, we delve into the use of fuzzy logic for the purposes of exploiting these characteristics of web pages.
Building on the state-of-the-art unsupervised fuzzy logic approach for HTML document representation [2] , known as fuzzy combinations of criteria (FCC), we propose three alternative approaches, namely extended FCC (EFCC), AddFCC, and abstract FCC (AFCC). We perform the evaluation of these and additional baseline approaches over three benchmark web page collections through a clustering task using the well-known Cluto library [3] . Our proposed approach AFCC, which more suitably adapts to datasets with different characteristics, consistently outperforms the other approaches on the three datasets under study. AFCC provides a flexible, straightforwardly applicable approach that makes the most of the structure and content of HTML documents for web mining purposes.
In what follows, we provide background on the task of web page representation, followed by a summary of previous work in the literature as well as their relevance to our study in Section III. We move on then to the experimentation, describing first the experimental settings in Section V, introducing and evaluating two new approaches, AddFCC and EFCC, to improve the existing FCC approach in Section VI, and further studying the analysis and tuning of membership functions through the so-called AFCC in Section VII. We outline the contributions of our study and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
The document representation process can be split into three stages: 1) selection of feature sources, 2) weighing of those features, and 3) dimensionality reduction. Throughout this paper, we delve into these three stages, paying close attention at how to model a term weighing function.
Within the selection of feature sources, the information that needs to be represented within each document is picked, e.g., plain textual content, titles, or hyperlinks. There are mainly three different approaches. First, content based, which make use of the textual content of documents. This kind of approaches were initially developed for document retrieval in static collections, but with the popularity of the Internet, they have also been adapted to the Web. Further exploiting the characteristics of the Web, the textual content of the documents has also been enhanced with the information provided by HTML tags about document formatting, page structure, visual aspects, etc. Second, link based, which take advantage of the link structure among the pages in the collections. It considers hyperlinks as citations between pages. When two documents have many incoming links in common, or both documents have outgoing links to a similar set of documents, then the documents are likely related. Third and last, the hybrid approach, which combines features from the textual content of the document and from the context of the page. Here, context can include not only hyperlinks or anchor texts, but also other information sources, such as information inferred from the entire collection, or definitions extracted from external resources such as Wikipedia.
In the subsequent step of weighing features, each feature is assigned a weight in each document, the weight being representative of the feature's importance in the document. There are different elements that can determine the importance of a word within the document. One can then define a set of criteria to make the most of the different elements when it comes to improving the document representation. The initial hypothesis of the present work lies in that a good representation should take advantage of how humans skim through web documents to pick out salient words. For example, some words are explicitly highlighted with specific HTML tags. Then, if one wants to determine the importance of a word in a document, in addition to the rather straightforward frequency of the word in the document, one can also take advantage of these highlighted words as a signal that conveys the remarkable importance of the word.
In the final dimensionality reduction step, useless features are removed by keeping the document's most representative features, which makes it more efficient to be handled computationally.
III. RELATED WORK
There have been multiple attempts at exploiting the structure of web pages to maximize understanding of their contents for different purposes. Kwon and Lee [4] aimed to classify web sites by using not only their home pages, but also the content of pages that linked to the home page of each site. Their weighing scheme to establish term importance takes into account different HTML tags such as titles, headlines, and boldfaced texts, to identify the most representative words in a web page. They show that the use of the extended set of pages boosts the performance with respect to the ordinary classifier using only the home pages. Golub and Ardö [5] studied how setting the importance of different parts of a web page could have an impact on the outcome of a web page classification task. They classified a set of 1003 web pages based on titles, headings, metadata, and text. As a single feature, they found the titles to be the most useful; however, since not all web pages have titles, they found that combining all features leads to the best overall performance. In an earlier work, making use of the link structure among documents, Fisher and Everson [6] analyzed the usefulness of links for web page classification tasks. They conclude that links may be useful, but it depends on link density and quality.
Besides links and anchor texts, other kinds of information have also been exploited over the years. For instance, Kovacevic et al. [7] , Shih and Karger [8] , Bohunsky and Gatterbauer [9] and Bartik [10] , or more recently Herzog et al. [11] , have used the visual appearance of a web page, after rendering its content in a browser, for the purposes of representing web documents. Another work along these lines is that performed by Gasparetti et al. [12] , which describes an approach based on the implicit signal that can be captured through web browsing interactions, defining a DOM-based representation of visited pages. While these approaches might be handy for systems that exploit the visual appearance of web pages, our objective instead is to avoid reliance on the visual rendering by solely exploiting the HTML structure.
Information from external knowledge bases such as Wikipedia has also been exploited by others such as Hu et al. [13] and Li et al. [14] . The use of these knowledge bases can help enrich the content inherent to the web documents. In these cases, the classification structure of articles within Wikipedia's taxonomy is leveraged to associate web documents with Wikipedia concepts and categories; this process of linking concepts in documents to Wikipedia articles is also known as wikification [15] . Then, Wikipedia entries or their n-grams are matched with documents to expand the content of each document with related content.
While recent years have seen a growing body of research in the use of fuzzy logic to make the most of the document representation for clustering purposes [16] - [18] , the exploitation of the characteristics of HTML documents, which are rich in structure, remains relatively unexplored. One of the most recent approaches making use of fuzzy logic representation for semistructured documents is that introduced by Ensan and Biletskiy [19] . The caveat of this approach is the need of a human in the loop for generating templates, which boosts the system's performance by extracting additional information within a supervised approach. The authors did not however explore an alternative solution for fully automating the process. Our study intends to fill this gap, performing a comprehensive study on the use of the HTML structure and content with fuzzy logic for web document clustering in an unsupervised approach.
The works which are closest to ours are by Molinari and Pasi [20] , focused on an information retrieval task, and by Fresno and Ribeiro [21] , who presented an analytical combination of criteria (ACC) to represent web pages in web page classification and clustering tasks. It is based on a linear combination of different heuristic criteria within the vector space model. These criteria were selected taking into account how a human reader skims through a document to identify the most representative words. The criteria used by ACC are title, emphasis, position, and frequency. Based on the same criteria, Fresno [2] proposed an approach called FCC, an alternative way of combining them in a nonlinear way. In this case, a fuzzy logic-based system is employed to define the expert knowledge about how to combine these criteria. The output is also a single vector within the vector space model, representing the estimated importance of each term in a given document. One of the main advantages of FCC is its flexibility, which can be easily utilized for different purposes within different tasks. In fact, recent works have adapted FCC for different purposes, including Nassem et al. [22] for the detection of near duplicate web pages, and Bartik [10] for web page classification. The use of fuzzy logic for feature selection and web representation is still an active topic of interest, and is used as can be seen in recent research [23] , [24] . To the best of our knowledge, however, no alternatives to FCC have been proposed, and therefore FCC represents, at the time of this writing, the state of the art in the fully automated, unsupervised fuzzy model for web page representation based on web page structure.
In this study, we rely on the FCC fuzzy representation as a starting point for our research in order to study the fuzzy combination model in different ways, from analyzing its original definition, to proposing new ways of exploiting the system to perform the combination, as well as to explore the possibility of adapting the system to the input we want to represent. In what follows, we further describe the FCC approach, which our work builds on.
IV. FCC: FUZZY COMBINATIONS OF CRITERIA
The fuzzy system in FCC is built over the concept of linguistic variable and its fuzzy sets. Each variable describes the membership degree of an object to a particular class and it is defined by human experts. This membership degree is defined by a membership function. For each heuristic criterion (frequency, title, emphasis, and position), an associated linguistic variable is defined, as well as for the system output ( and returns the global position value in terms of two fuzzy sets, standard and preferential. 5) Importance: It is the output of the fuzzy system and equates to the estimated importance of a term in the document content. It has five homogeneously distributed fuzzy sets: no, low, medium, high, and very high. These membership functions have a trapezoidal shape. All the variables except emphasis are defined by sets of equal size symmetrically distributed along the possible input values. These sets were defined without restricting to specific datasets. However, emphasis is considered separately because when the maximum frequency value for emphasized words in a document is small, the normalization could have high impact on the importance of other emphasized terms. For example, using symmetrical sets and having a maximum of 4 would lead to consider the importance of terms emphasized once as low, when we may want to increase the importance of these terms. For this reason, the sets for emphasis were asymmetrically defined. This way, frequencies that would be strictly low can also be considered to be medium, since we can expect small maximum values in emphasis.
The other part of the knowledge base is a set of IF-THEN rules. The aim of the rules is to combine one or more input fuzzy sets (antecedents or premises) and to associate them with an output fuzzy set (consequent). Once the consequents of each rule have been calculated, and after an aggregation stage, the final set is obtained representing the word based on its importance within the document content. The complete set of 31 The rule set is complete so that every possible input has to trigger at least one rule. The inference engine evaluates all the triggered rules on the basis of the center of mass algorithm, which weighs the output of every triggered rule, taking into account the truth degree of their antecedents. It takes the balance point or centroid of all the scaled membership functions taken together for that variable [25] . The output for each term input to the system is calculated by scaling the membership functions by product and combining them by summation.
The rule base presented in [2] relies on the following three considerations:
1) If a word appears in the title or the word is emphasized, it should also appear in one of the other criteria in order to be considered important. This aims to alleviate the problem of rhetoric titles or noninformative highlighting. 2) Words occurring in the beginning or in the end of a document are more likely to be important than the rest of the words, as some documents contain overviews and summaries in order to attract the interest of the reader. When the words in a preferential position do not occur also in the title or emphasized, then we could assume that the document does not adhere to the mentioned structure and we could reduce the importance value of that word. 3) It might be the case that there are no emphasized words in a document, the document has no title, or the title has no important words. In these cases, we have to take care of the penalization it could cause to the combination. If the previous criteria did not pick important words, the word frequencies in the whole document are used. Different from the others, the frequency criterion is always available.
V. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe the experimental settings that we use in our research.
A. Datasets
To make results comparable to those by Fresno [2] , we also use the same two datasets, Banksearch [26] and WebKB [27] . Additionally, we use the Social-ODP-2k9 Dataset [28] , which provides the features we need for the extended analysis looking at anchor texts. 1) Banksearch [26] : A benchmark dataset is designed for the evaluation of web page clustering. We use the ten main categories-A to J-(commercial banks, building societies, insurance agencies, Java, C/C++, Visual Basic, astronomy, biology, soccer, motor sports). We removed the other category (K, Sport) for being of a different granularity level and, hence, not comparable to the rest. This results in 9897 documents evenly distributed across categories. 2) WebKB [27] : A dataset that includes web pages from computer science departments of various universities. We use 4518 web pages that are categorized into six imbalanced categories (Student, Faculty, Staff, Department, Course, Project), after removing the Other miscellanea category that is not comparable to the rest. This dataset is more heterogenous than the others, as web pages on a common subject can be found in different categories, such as Java programming categorized into Student, Course, or Department. 3) Social ODP 2k9 [28] : A dataset that consists of HTML documents retrieved from links bookmarked by users on Delicious.com. The classification of these documents was inferred from the taxonomy of the Open Directory Project. 2 From this dataset, we used 12 148 documents that passed a valid HTML test. The documents are classified into 17 categories. This dataset is also imbalanced, where the most prominent category accounts for 26% of the documents. In addition to the documents themselves, we collected up to 300 anchor texts per document in the collection. The anchor texts were retrieved by querying Google for links pointing to collection pages.
B. Baseline
As a baseline, we compute the weight of each word occurring in a document by using the well-known TF inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) term weighing function, where the TF in a document is combined with the IDF of that term in the whole collection:
(1) where t i is a term, j a document, D the whole corpus, |D| is the total number of documents in the corpus and |{d j ∈ D : t i ∈ d j }| is the number of documents where the term t i appears.
C. Dimensionality Reduction
Dimensionality reduction aims to reduce the number of vector components, consequently attempting to reduce the computational cost, while the performance loss is as little as possible. Many different dimensionality reduction approaches have been introduced in the literature, aiming to address the limitations of traditional techniques such as principal component analysis and classical scaling. These approaches range from simpler techniques relying solely on term frequencies, to more complex methods derived from approaches originally defined for text classification. Van der Maaten et al. [29] present a review and comparison of nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques, which they group into two types: 1) convex techniques (full spectral or sparse spectral), optimizing an objective function that does not contain any local optima; and 2) nonconvex techniques (weighted Euclidean distances, alignment of local linear models, or neural networks) that optimize objective functions that do contain local optimal.
On the other hand, from the perspective of availability and use of labeled data for training, feature selection can be categorized as supervised, semisupervised, or unsupervised. When it comes to supervised approaches, He et al. [30] introduce a feature selection algorithm called Laplacian Score, and Kala et al. [31] use Fuzzy C Means clustering to find clusters in the given training dataset. Others like Xu et al. [32] and Wanga et al. [33] introduced approaches within a semisupervised learning scenario. For an unsupervised scenario, in the absence of class information, there are feature selection and dimensionality reduction methods which preserve the local geometrical structure such as multicluster feature selection [34] and L1 graph based on sparse coding for feature selection [35] .
We introduce a unsupervised reduction method called most frequent terms (MFT), which is based on term importance estimated by a term weighing function. The MFT method works as follows. First, the terms in each document are ranked based on the values of the weighing function. Then, the terms in the first position of the ranked list of each document are sorted according to the number of times they occur in the rankings. In case of a tie, we order them according to the maximum weight between them. We then do the same for terms in the second position of ranking, in the third position, and so on. The process stops when the desired number of terms is reached. Even though the resulting list may be larger than the size sought, the ordered list enables us to get the exact number of terms from the top.
As an alternative dimensionality reduction method, we also compare latent semantic indexing (LSI) [36] . LSI projects the initial space of documents and their words into a reduced vector space, where the mapping is performed in such a way that the independence is kept for terms that do not co-occur.
D. Clustering Algorithm
We chose Cluto rbr (k-way repeated bisections globally optimized) as the clustering algorithm [3] for our experiments. The number of clusters k is set to the number of categories in each dataset to make the evaluation process more intuitive. Having k set to the actual number of clusters enables to explore differences between representation approaches, leaving aside the effect of the selection of the number of clusters. The rest of the parameters are set to their default values.
E. Evaluation Measure
We use the F 1 score [37] as the evaluation measure [see (2) ]
where precision and recall are defined as follows:
From these, the F 1 score for each category can be computed. The overall F 1 score is computed as the weighted average of the F 1 scores for each category.
VI. IMPROVING THE COMBINATION OF CRITERIA
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the state-ofthe-art fuzzy logic approach FCC. We also propose and evaluate two novel alternative approaches, EFCC and AddFCC.
A. Study of FCC and Individual Criteria
As an initial comparative study over the existing FCC approach, we propose and analyze four variations of this term weighing function, one for each criterion, in such a way that the output of the system will depend only on one criterion at a time. Table I shows an example rule base for a system that solely relies on the emphasis criterion to determine the output. We used the MFT reduction given that it selects the highest weighted features without transforming them. This enables us to perform a fairer comparison of different term weighing approaches. Table II and Fig. 2 show the results of each individual criterion compared with FCC, where each column shows the performance for different numbers of features ranging from 100 to 5000, as well as the average.
For Banksearch, FCC outperforms all individual alternatives, showing the importance of the combination of criteria. Among the individual criteria, frequency performs best, while position is the worst.
The results for WebKB are quite different. On one hand, frequency is not always the best among individual criteria and, on the other hand, FCC does not always outperform individual criteria, specifically title and emphasis obtain equal or higher F1-measure values in some cases when the vector dimensions are reduced to 2000 and 5000, respectively.
In this collection, the frequency distribution of emphasized terms shows a more restricted use of emphasis. It could be due to the limited number of web domains and the similarity among web page contents that only come from Universities. These factors could limit the number of different writing styles, fact that would be reflected in a less scattered distribution of emphasized term frequencies. The same consideration about the restrictions on the creation of WebKB can explain the good results achieved by the title criterion. We can expect that authors use titles in a similar way to emphasis, as both resources are used to highlight important words. In the cases where title and emphasis lead to a better clustering, their combination with frequency and position harms the results. In particular, WebKB documents within categories can be much more heterogeneous than in Banksearch, fact that negatively affects the frequency criterion; the combination should help correct this problem, but it does not. Thus, it suggests that frequency and position are hindering the combination.
B. AddFCC and EFCC: Modifying the Knowledge Base
The first step to try to improve the fuzzy combination is to understand the bad performance of FCC in WebKB. In the rules [2] , when frequency is low, the output can be very high (the maximum) depending on position, if title and emphasis are high. As we saw before, frequency contributes to a good clustering much more than position, so the output should reflect that fact, however, in this case, frequency is totally ignored. This occurs again when title is low and frequency is medium. Both criteria are important for a good grouping, but the output is very high based on the position, the same as the previous case. In these cases, we are underestimating the discrimination power of frequency and title. The same happens when frequency is medium, being title and emphasis low: position decides again that importance can be the minimum or not, but frequency should count more than position.
On the other hand, the whole set of 31 rules in FCC makes the possible combinations more difficult to understand and evaluate. As the fuzzy system is able to combine the conclusions of the rules, an alternative that we propose is the use of a set of single-input rules for each criterion. Thus, the alternative system calculates the output by combining the different outputs of the fired rules. We refer to this approach AddFCC, whose rule base is shown in Table III , which reduces the number of cases that are set to the minimum to keep the rule set complete. Table II . Since the reduced expressiveness of AddFCC system may give rise to mistakes due to a bad specification of the heuristic knowledge, we introduce another intermediate approach, EFCC. Its rule base combines some criteria explicitly and for others lets the combination to the fuzzy engine (see Table IV ). It has two sets of rules: one for frequency and one for the rest of the criteria. This guarantees having at least one rule of each set fired by the system. This avoids underestimation of frequency, while also reducing the discriminative power of position. Table V and Fig. 3 show the clustering results for AddFCC and EFCC, which are compared with FCC. We observe that EFCC improves FCC clustering results in WebKB in all cases, while AddFCC does not, while AddFCC outperforms the other approaches for Banksearch in all cases. Nevertheless, EFCC also achieves good results in Banksearch, particularly with small feature sets. AddFCC has the problem of considering all criteria equally important, and hence, overestimating position in the combination, as we observed with FCC too.
At this point, we opted for EFCC as an alternative to FCC for our subsequent experiments. We also apply LSI and compare the results of EFCC with TF-IDF and FCC (see Table VI and Fig. 4) .
Globally, EFCC MFT achieves the most stable results among collections, and is generally the best approach, with a few exceptions in Banksearch. If one is thinking of applying the representation to a new collection, EFCC MFT would be the best option. It requires fewer terms to achieve its optimal performance for balanced, homogeneous collections. This posits EFCC MFT as a suitable approach to be applied to new, unseen collections. Furthermore, the additive properties of the fuzzy system make it possible to reduce the number of rules needed to specify the knowledge base of EFCC and, therefore, the system is easier to understand. On the other hand, the good behavior of MFT depends on the term weighing function applied before. Because of this, we believe that the use of light dimension reduction techniques is a good alternative, at the price of selecting a proper term weighing function, for the clustering problem to solve.
C. Incorporating Context: Criteria Beyond the Document Itself
Moving away from the sole use of the document's content itself, now we explore the application of two techniques to improve EFCC with contextual information: 1) IDF, and 2) anchor texts.
1) Inverse Document Frequency:
With IDF, we incorporate information from the whole collection to the representation, Fig. 3 . Graphical representation of data in Table. V. which we do by using the product of both:
where t i is a term, d j a document, and D the whole corpus. Looking at the Table VII and Fig. 5 , EFCC-IDF works really well with over 500 features in Banksearch, but much worse with 100. WebKB EFCC IDF results are much worse in all cases. This is due to the penalization that IDF applies to common terms. In a clustering task, instead, we look for terms that are common across documents of the same group. Hence, this suggests that the combination of EFCC and IDF is not suitable for the purposes of a clustering task.
2) Anchor Texts: There are a number of ways of adding anchor texts to document representation methods. We are interested in elucidating whether anchor texts could help improve web page representation in clustering or not, but at the same time, we want to investigate different alternatives for the combination within a term weighing function.
To analyze whether and how anchor texts can contribute to the document representation, we explore two different ways of incorporating them using EFCC:
1) Appended to the document's content itself, and hence, contributing to the frequency criterion; and 2) appended to the document's title, and therefore, contributing at the same level as the title itself. These approaches considering anchor texts are in line with those described by Wang and Kitsuregawa [38] and Huang et al. [39] . We did the experiments in three different settings in each case:
1) Adding anchor texts; Table VII . Fig. 6 . Graphical representation of data in Table VIII. 2) adding anchor texts and removing textual content from outlinks; and 3) removing words that are frequently used across anchor texts, such as "click," "link," or "homepage." We use the SODP dataset in these experiments, as it is the only dataset that includes anchor texts. As it is a new dataset not explored in previous sections, we also compare results with FCC and AddFCC. Table VIII and Fig. 6 show the results of different alternatives using anchor texts. Each approach has a letter ("a" or 'b") and a number appended ("1," "2," or "3"), referring to the way in which anchor texts are exploited, as described above. The first three rows of the table show that EFCC outperforms FCC and AddFCC in all cases. This corroborates the limitations of FCC, and reinforces our motivation looking into an alternative approach where not all the criteria contribute equally to the combination. When it comes to the contribution of anchor texts, no approach improves EFCC clearly in all the cases, as the slight differences suggest when looking at the averages. Anchor texts do have a positive impact when we use vectors of small size, particularly when the terms in the anchor texts are considered to be page titles (b alternative). However, as we increase the size of the vectors, anchor texts are not useful any more, leading to worse performance. Regarding the use of anchor texts as titles, the best option is to just add anchor texts as title terms (named b-1). The slight improvement achieved with anchor texts might not always pay off, given that the collection of anchor texts is a time consuming process. Different reasons might explain the unsatisfactory results using anchor texts. The collection may have a link structure that is not sufficiently dense, or anchor texts might not be descriptive enough, hence, not enabling to capture the topic of documents. This finding is in line with Eiron and McCurley [40] and Noll and Meinel [41] , where authors posited that anchor text terms rather resemble terms used in search queries.
VII. AFCC: ANALYZING AND TUNING THE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS
We now set forth a proposal to tune the membership functions, which leads to the definition of a revised and novel approach called AFCC. We first perform a qualitative analysis of the membership functions that we are utilizing and, then, we test AFCC, evaluating and analyzing its performance in comparison with the techniques studied previously.
A. Analysis of the Membership Functions
It is worthwhile considering that different datasets will have different frequency distributions for each criterion. Few terms in a collection tend to be in many documents, while many terms are used seldom. The effect of normalizing frequencies with respect to the MFT is that low values are compressed and, hence, underrepresented. This compression effect would exacerbate if the total maximum of the collection was used for the normalization process.
The fuzzy sets for FCC and EFCC were symmetrically defined, except for emphasis. Thus, some of the fuzzy sets defined for FCC and EFCC would match the initial state of most of the tuning processes of fuzzy rule-based systems.
In fact, what we call high or low are not absolute, but relative values. Therefore, a term is considered important because its normalized frequency is higher than most of the rest, and a certain value being high, medium, or low depends on the frequency distribution of the dataset. In an ideal case, all term frequencies would be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 [see Fig. 1(a) ], configuring the basic parameters of the fuzzy set using the original heuristic information. However, the fact that texts tend to follow Zipf's law, suggests that the uniform distribution is not always the case and more sophisticated approaches are needed. Hence, we believe that each particular dataset should have its own features and tuning of membership functions.
B. Tuning of the Membership Functions
Given the limitations of FCC, EFCC, and AddFCC to deal with varying term distributions across different datasets, we now delve into alternative considerations that further exploit these characteristics, which ultimately leads to the definition of AFCC. In order to automatically adjust the basic parameters of the membership functions, we assume the two base cases that both the words in the documents as well as the emphasized terms will approximate a Zipfian distribution, as defined by Zipf's law [42] . For the first base case based on the frequency criterion, we consider we have a distribution tending to a power law when the majority of terms, i.e., more than a half of them (55%) have normalized frequencies below 0.2. Depending on whether this condition is fulfilled or not, we set the membership functions with one of the following two alternatives: 1) When the precondition is fulfilled, we assume a distribution tending to a power law. As we need three intervals to build three sets [low, medium, and high and two intersection areas between them, see Fig. 1(a) ], our worst case would be to have only one possible value for each interval, that is, a maximum frequency of 5. Thus, to guarantee at least one possible value for the low set in that case, we chose the first interval from 0 to 1/5. The rest of the intervals are selected using equidistant percentiles for term frequencies from 1/5 to 1, because this is suitable for the normalized frequencies that we found in our test data. 2) When our precondition is not fulfilled, then we assume that the distribution tends to be closer to uniform so that we can establish the fuzzy sets with the original heuristic, that is, all of them will have the same size. We use the corresponding percentiles to fit the distribution slightly better than using exact values [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, see Fig. 1(a) ]. Notice that in case of a uniform distribution, the adjustment for the first case-distribution tending to Zipf's law-would lead to these exact values too, because as the distribution moves toward a uniform distribution, the percentile 0.2 will approximate to 1/5 and the rest of the parameters belong to equidistant percentiles relative to this initial value in both cases. In those cases, the fuzzy sets would be symmetrical, that is, not only the case of the original sets in FCC and EFCC, but also the initial case used by most of the tuning methods of fuzzy rule-based systems. With regard to the emphasis criterion, we follow the same precondition as with frequency to determine whether or not the distribution tends to a power law, but modifying the fitting rules due to the different meaning of emphasis. Again, we have two alternatives for emphasis as given below: 1) When the distribution tends to a power law, we set the first interval as in the frequency case, and the rest with decreasing percentiles, each being a half of the previous. The reason is that in the original heuristic-based fuzzy sets, the medium set is the biggest one, and we want to preserve the original heuristic knowledge, but always taking into account the relative difference between the number of elements in each set instead of absolute exact values; 2) If the collection does not fulfill our precondition, we assume that the distribution tends to be more uniform so that we can establish the basic parameters of the membership functions by using the original heuristic rules but, as in the case of frequency, we use the percentiles instead of the exact values to fit slightly better the distribution [in this case the values were 0.05, 0.15, 0.55, 0.75, see Fig. 1(c) ]. In the case of titles, we use the lowest value of the distribution to set the first interval, dividing the rest of the space in equidistant percentiles. Finally, it must be noted that we do not adjust the auxiliary system because the positions of words in a page do not depend on anything else than the number of words in the document.
We refer to this new approach we came up with after the analysis and tuning of the membership functions as AFCC, which we test and evaluate next.
C. Empirical Analysis of AFCC
As AFCC represents a modification over the fuzzy logic based approaches, we use FCC and EFCC as baselines, as well as TF-IDF. We apply the MFT reduction in all cases to compare the weighing functions in the same conditions. Table IX and Fig. 7 show F1 scores for these representations. On one hand, looking at the results, among the fuzzy logicbased representations, AFCC outperforms the rest in WebKB in all cases, while in Banksearch got better results than the others with 2 out of 5 vector sizes, having also a higher average F1 score. This varying performance across collections could be due to the fact that frequency distributions in Banksearch rather approximate a power law. In those cases, the least frequent terms are assigned to the low fuzzy set, with few terms remaining for Table IX . the medium and high sets. This explains the small difference between the EFCC and FCC fixed sets. The same occurs with SODP, where EFCC and AFCC get similar results, although FCC performs worse, probably due to its underestimation of frequency. However, with a rather uniform TF distribution, as in WebKB, adjusting the fuzzy sets has a much bigger effect in results, where more terms are assigned to the medium and high fuzzy sets, and small variations of the basic parameters of the membership functions will have a much bigger effect. It is indeed important to adapt to this kind of distributions, as the terms are differently used and structured.
On the other hand, TF-IDF obtained surprisingly good results in SODP compared with the results of the same function with Banksearch and WebKB datasets. In general, results with all the representations tend to be worse in SODP, due to the special difficulties of this collection. We believe that the use of IDF could help improve the results of TF-IDF because it would alleviate the effect of the bigger categories, whose terms would be penalized giving more representativeness to those belonging to smaller categories. This fact would reduce slightly the bias introduced by the bigger categories, allowing to cluster the smaller ones slightly better. This improvement in the clustering of smaller categories could lead to an improvement in the overall clustering results of TF-IDF.
In general, adjusting the membership functions to the dataset seems to be useful not only to add more automatism to the document representation process, but also because this automation allows the system to adapt better to datasets with specific characteristics. The proposed method is able to achieve similar results to EFCC when dealing with exponential distributions. Moreover, when the shape of the distribution changes, the adjustment helps improve clustering results, as is the case of WebKB. Fig. 8 shows a summary of the resulting membership functions and the distributions of input values for each dataset and criterion.
D. Statistical Significance
We analyze in depth the difference between using membership function tuning and the original representation with fixed fuzzy sets. Besides, we also include FCC in the comparison. We are interested in seeing the global improvements of the new proposal, AFCC, with respect to the original baseline. Each dataset was divided in 100 different sub-datasets 50% smaller than the original, where the size of each category is in proportion to the original ones. We performed 100 experiments per vector size corresponding to each sub-dataset, resulting in a total of 4500 different clustering experiments. We calculated the statistical significance between F1 scores of each pair of representations (AFCC-FCC, EFCC-FCC, AFCC-EFCC) with a paired twotailed t-test for each vector size.
In Table X and Fig. 9 , for each vector size and representation, we show the average F1 scores of the 100 clustering experiments (one per sub-dataset), and in Table X we also show the difference between the corresponding averages, and the p-value resulting from applying the statistical t-test between each pair of representations.
In most of the cases, AFCC outperforms EFCC, and consequently also FCC. Therefore, the difference between TF distributions of the datasets, in combination with all of these results Adjusting the membership functions to a dataset leads to results as good as or better than FCC in 91.6% of the cases, and as good as or better than EFCC in 86.5% of the cases. EFCC and AFCC outperform FCC in most of the cases, and between them, AFCC allows the results of EFCC in 28.5% of the cases to be improved.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have studied the application of fuzzy logic for the representation of web documents in a way that imitates humans skimming through the documents. The use of fuzzy logic enables us to separate the knowledge declaration from the calculation procedure, which also enables us to specify the knowledge by means of a set of rules close to natural language applying nonlinear combinations of criteria. Building on a stateof-the-art unsupervised document representation, FCC, we have introduced, evaluated, and analyzed three alternatives that make the most of the HTML structure and content of web documents, namely EFCC, AddFCC, and AFCC. We evaluate and compare the representation approaches in a web page clustering task, using three datasets with very different characteristics.
We first defined a set of rules fixed on the basis of expert knowledge. Although there are other options to automatically generate these rules (the rule base could be adjusted by using machine learning techniques that adapt sets of rules to sets of sample data, or by using bioinspired approaches), both approximations could cause a loss of generality in the learned/generated model in the attempt to fit the system to specific sample data. This could lead to illogical rules. On the other hand, in this automated scenario, we would need to deal with the coherence of the rules, which would require to establish a methodology to measure this coherence among rules. Last but not least, our system evaluates each term within each document using a fuzzy approach, which implies a high computational cost. Therefore, the use of machine learning or bioinspired algorithms would add a considerable cost to the system. Of course, the manual definition of the rules employed in our work could lead to mistakes in the knowledge definition. However, in the same way, the application of machine learning or bioinspired techniques would always require an initial knowledge to start the process.
Considering these aspects, we analyzed three challenges concerning web page representation for clustering:
1) the selection of feature sources to extract essential information from; 2) the term weighing functions to estimate the weight of each feature; and 3) the dimensionality reduction techniques to select the most representative features and to reduce the computational cost of the clustering. For feature selection, we explored the application of new, mostly unstudied criteria to improve the representation with information from the whole collection as well as from anchor texts. For term weighing we explored the fuzzy combination of criteria performed by FCC [2] aiming to get the most of the fuzzy system and the heuristics in which it is based. We use TF-IDF as the baseline, since it is a standard weighting method employed to represent documents. We presented an improved representation called EFCC, which outperformed the baselines, and another alternative called AddFCC, which did not work as well as expected. Both alternatives attempt to exploit the fuzzy system in a different manner to FCC, taking advantage of its additive properties. For dimensionality reduction, we introduced MFT, a lightweight dimensionality reduction technique, based on the term weighing function, which is able to improve the results of more complex techniques such as LSI when used together with EFCC in our test collections.
We also studied whether EFCC could be tuned to fit the specific characteristics of different collections. The aim of this adjustment is not only to improve clustering results in those collections, but also to adapt the representation to different datasets that could have different features. We found the case of the WebKB dataset, which has very different characteristics, particularly when looking at terms that are emphasized within the document contents. This led us to further study the tuning of the fuzzy system in an unsupervised way, for which we proposed AFCC. AFCC adjusts the basic parameters of the membership function on the basis of the term distributions of the collections. We showed that AFCC leveled or even improved the good results of EFCC and FCC in all kinds of datasets, outperforming the results of other approaches. Our results show that AFCC is a competitive approach that outperforms the rest of the techniques, with good performance across datasets of very different characteristics.
Future work includes the study of the effect of nonlinear scaling factors as a complementary tool to our proposal to adjust the representation to specific datasets, and to study new ways of considering the position criterion. A complementary analysis would include the exploitation of the position of words in documents through visual rendering of web pages. Finally, it would be interesting to study and assess the inclusion of additional criteria in the combination.
